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Abstract
A recent set of articles in Perspectives on Psychological Science discussed inflated correlations between brain measures and behavioral
criteria when measurement points (voxels) are deliberately selected to maximize criterion correlations (the target article was Vul,
Harris, Winkielman, & Pashler, 2009). However, closer inspection reveals that this problem is only a special symptom of a broader
methodological problem that characterizes all paradigmatic research, not just neuroscience. Researchers not only select voxels to
inflate effect size, they also select stimuli, task settings, favorable boundary conditions, dependent variables and independent
variables, treatment levels, moderators, mediators, and multiple parameter settings in such a way that empirical phenomena
become maximally visible and stable. In general, paradigms can be understood as conventional setups for producing idealized,
inflated effects. Although the feasibility of representative designs is restricted, a viable remedy lies in a reorientation of
paradigmatic research from the visibility of strong effect sizes to genuine validity and scientific scrutiny.
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Hardly any methodological article has received as much attention

as the recently published article by Vul, Harris, Winkielman, and

Pashler (2009) on inflated correlations in social neuroscience.

Many months before the article appeared in print, it spread like

wildfire, starting a fierce debate about the provocative term ‘‘voo-

doo correlations,’’ used originally to denote the superstitious

nature of certain neuroscience results in high-impact journals.

The term was dropped from that article.

What specific evidence was challenged by Vul et al.

(2009)? In a meta-analysis, the vast majority of correlations

between blood oxygenation level dependent activity in

the brain and behavioral measures of individual differences

in personality, emotionality, social behavior, and related

domains turned out to be excessively high. The criterion

validity exceeded the upper limit derived from the brain mea-

sures’ reliability. For example, Eisenberger, Lieberman, and

Williams (2003) reported a correlation of r ¼ .88 between

anterior cingulate activity and social distress in ostracized

individuals.

These extremely high criterion correlations were suspected

to reflect a severe form of methodological myopia. A typical

full-brain analysis encompasses over 100,000 measurement

points called voxels, of which only a small subset is included

in the final validity test. In most reviewed studies, researchers

select only those voxels that bear the strongest correlations

to the validity criterion. The use of such nonindependent data

to construct the independent variable (i.e., brain activity) from

the dependent measure constitutes a severe case of circular

inference (see Hahn, 2011, for a differentiated discussion of

circularity).

Neuroscientists presented several replies to this critique.

Lieberman, Berkman, and Wager (2009), for instance, pointed

to neuroscience studies that avoid blatant nonindependence,

drawing only voxels from a theoretically predetermined region

of interest (ROI). However, this debate of local indepen-

dence—of the voxels defining a predictor from the criterion

to be predicted in the same study—captures only one narrow

aspect of a much broader problem. It matters little whether the

voxels are selected because they correlate with a criterion

identified in the same study or in previous studies. If an ROI

is not based on independent theoretical grounds but on the

selection of voxels strongly correlated with a criterion in prior

studies, using other participants and stimuli, replicating such a

selectivity effect in a new study can be hardly considered as
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independent evidence. It will soon become apparent that these

problems are by no means peculiar to neuroscience.

The General Sampling Problem Underlying
Voodoo Correlations

Nonindependence has to be understood in a broader sense. The

problem is not confined to the selective sampling of predictor

measures; it also pertains to many other sampling biases,

including the selection effect for published studies. With regard

to the sampling of studies conducted, published and cited,

Yarkoni (2009) notes that the ‘‘... level of inflation may be even

worse than Vul et al.’s empirical analysis would suggest’’

(p. 294). A particularly deceptive source of bias is the low sta-

tistical power of the correlation coefficient (Yarkoni, 2009).

Given a typical small sample size of 20 participants in fMRI

studies, the median size of correlations that happen to be signif-

icant in the sample is between r¼ .75 and r¼ .80, regardless of

whether the true correlation in the population is .7, .5, or .3.

Thus, the expected sample of significant brain–behavior

correlations that exceed the significance threshold required

for journal publication has a similar distribution as the inflated

correlations reviewed by Vul et al. (2009). Lack of statistical

power also implies that the published correlations may not

be the strongest ones that exist. Other correlations involving

different brain functions and potentially supporting different

theories may have gone unnoticed. Published fancy correla-

tions, which made it into the highest impact journals, may be

little more than outliers.

After some reflection, the issue of local nonindependence is

only the tip of an iceberg of sampling effects that can dramati-

cally bias empirical research in all fields, not just neuroscience.

Strong criterion correlations in high-impact journals may be

deceptive in various ways. Beyond the question of whether

predictor data are stochastically independent of a criterion

within the local data set, independence can be lost in many

other arbitrary sampling decisions in the research process, such

as the selection and publication of research questions and the

operationalization of variables, tasks, stimuli, and instructions.

All these sampling decisions might be made nonindependently

of the expected research outcomes; they can therefore all con-

tribute to the selective publication of inflated correlations.

Voodoo Evidence Not Only in Social
Neuroscience

What we are dealing with here is a general methodological

problem that has intrigued critical scientists under many

different labels: the file-drawer bias in publication (Rosenthal,

1979); the tendency to capitalize on chance in model testing;

the failure to treat stimuli, tasks, and measures as random fac-

tors in experimental designs; the paucity of representative

designs; and the notion of circularity in the logic of discovery.

They all converge in highlighting the illusive nature of

inflated correlations. Visible research outcomes are multiply

filtered and subject to various sampling biases: toward

auspicious boundary conditions, exceptionally helpful sti-

muli, powerful manipulations of independent variables, arbi-

trarily selected factor levels, selective dependent measures, as

well as mainstream topics and statistical findings.

Most of these extant sources of bias, which can be found in

all areas of research, may appear less serious than the most

blatant cases complained about by Vul et al. (2009). However,

in their potential to produce inflated results that overstate the

true size of a correlation, they are not fundamentally different

from the voxel-selection problem in neuroscience.

In the remainder of this article, I present a variety of

pertinent sampling biases with reference to recent research

findings. I argue that the joint impact of all these biases can

greatly inflate the size of reported effects and that paradigmatic

research indeed can be understood as set of conventions that

warrant invariance of empirical findings. The final discussion

concerns possible remedies, the ideal of unbiased methodolo-

gies, the criteria of good science, and implications for the

reviewing and publication process.

Inflation Due to Biases in Research

Inflated findings can be due to many filters, including those

imposed by researchers on the design and analysis of their stud-

ies as well as those imposed by the institutions that publish,

popularize, and fund research.

Biases from the study design
Sampling stimuli. The success of empirical research depends

crucially on the choice of appropriate stimuli. Yet, the

selection of stimuli is commonly considered a matter of the

researcher’s intuition. A ‘‘good experimenter’’ is one who has

a good feeling for stimuli that will optimally demonstrate a

hypothetical effect. Fortunate stimulus selection is thus

respected like an asset or skill rather than treated as a problem.

Even the most prestigious journals with the highest standards

will not reject a paper when optimally selected stimuli have

produced inflated findings. No norms exist to explicate and

justify stimulus sampling.

An exemplary study is Tversky and Kahneman’s (1973)

seminal research on the availability heuristic. Participants were

asked to judge the frequency of words with the letter k in the

first position and in the third position. Although k appears more

frequently in the third position in the English lexicon, it was

judged to be more frequent in the first position, apparently

because words that start with a particular letter are more avail-

able in memory. This study has entered many textbooks and

curricula. However, a systematic replication and extension

found that most other letters of the alphabet did not support the

original finding (Sedlmeier, Hertwig, & Gigerenzer, 1998).

What mechanism may account for Tversky and Kahneman’s

(1973) stimulus-selection bias? Doubtlessly, these great scien-

tists did not intentionally select the letter k to enforce a desired

finding. However, they apparently did select their stimuli intui-

tively, following the common norm that this is every
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experimenter’s right. Selecting stimuli intuitively, however,

involves a mental simulation process. In thinking about the

stimulus materials suitable to demonstrate a phenomenon,

researchers mentally simulate the process to be studied. As they

are not only researchers, but also ordinary people, they can eas-

ily take their participants’ role and observe their own reactions

to the candidate stimuli. Such an intuitive selection process will

typically favor those stimuli that happen to bring about the

expected phenomenon, making mental simulation an omnipre-

sent source of bias in behavioral research.

Overconfidence exemplifies a similarly famous stimulus

selection bias. The tendency for subjective confidence estimates

to be higher than the objective rates of correct responses to

knowledge questions is greatly reduced, or almost eliminated,

when judgment tasks are randomly drawn from a universe of

all tasks (Gigerenzer, Hoffrage, & Kleinbölting, 1991; Juslin,

Winman, & Olsson, 2000). Although commonly treated as one

of psychology’s best-established phenomena, overconfidence

is largely confined to studies in which judgment items were

selected intuitively, presumably with a good feeling of which

tricky knowledge questions will produce the desired effect.

Even strong proponents of representative designs are not

immune from the tendency to use rewarding stimulus sets

repetitively. Numerous studies on Gigerenzer and Goldstein’s

(1996) take-the-best heuristic use paired comparisons of the

population size of towns—a context within which the heuristic

was repeatedly shown to work because the best cue actually

provides a useful proxy for population size. Researchers hardly

ever apply the take-the-best heuristic to other knowledge

domains in which the best cues are misleading, such as social

stereotyping or lie detection (Vrij, 2007). Thus, sampling

problems not only pertain to individual stimuli but also to entire

stimulus domains.

Pilot testing of stimuli and tasks. Analogous to the role of

mental simulation, pilot testing can serve a more systematic

simulation function. Although careful pilot testing has a good

reputation in empirical research, it helps to shape a research

setting in such a way that the strength of a predicted effect is

inflated, overstating the strength of the true effect in the latent

universe of all possible ways of testing and operationalizing the

same question.

Imagine a researcher who is eager to disconfirm an

empirical phenomenon, such as action priming (e.g., that parti-

cipants spontaneously walk slower when the concept of the

elderly is primed; Bargh, Chen, & Burrows, 1996). Running

many experiments using different stimuli but only reporting a

single study that yields the desired result would be certainly

regarded as illegitimate. However, if the same researcher runs

and reports only one ‘‘main study’’ with the intended outcome,

nobody would care about ‘‘pilot testing’’ used to select the sti-

muli that bring about that outcome.

This note on pilot testing corroborates that the nonindepen-

dence problem is much broader than the voodoo discussion

in neuroscience suggests (cf. Lieberman et al., 2009). Predictor

X is not nonindependent, or to some degree circular only when

it is selected to correlate with Criterion Y in the same study

(as suggested by Kriegeskorte, Simmons, Bellgowan, & Baker,

2009). If X has been selected in another study or pilot study

using Y or a related measure (Y’), it can be hardly said to be

independent of the criterion. It matters little whether the criter-

ion used to select the predictor stems from the same study or

from an earlier pilot study. If that distinction was crucial, non-

independence could be easily circumvented by splitting the

study sample and calling the first half a pilot test. The first half

could then be used (in an ‘‘exploratory’’ analysis) to select X to

resemble Y, and the second half would then (in a ‘‘confirma-

tory’’ analysis) prove that X predicts Y. In either case, X is cho-

sen in an empiricist fashion, to facilitate the desired outcome.

Biases from selecting variables and measures

In experimental research, stimuli serve to elicit responses to

be measured. Stimulus sampling thus refers to independent

variables whereas the sampling of measurement points (e.g.,

voxels) refers to dependent variables. However, the reverse is

also possible. Stimuli can be part of an instrument used as a

dependent measure, and the voxels defining a brain measure

can play the role of an independent variable. In any case, there

are distinct sampling biases for dependent and independent

variables.

Dependent variables. Sampling dependent measures is tanta-

mount to defining a research topic. Studying aggression, for

example, means to find measures of aggression, the selection

of which entails a potential confirmation bias. To illustrate,

countless studies seem to support a causal impact of TV (and

other media) on antisocial behavior like aggression (Bushman

& Anderson, 2007). There is hardly any evidence for the oppo-

site question, namely, whether TV consumption may facilitate

prosocial behavior, although the principles of imitation learn-

ing are equally applicable to prosocial and antisocial behavior.

Since the good guys are the winners in the vast majority of

movies, their prosocial behavior ought to be imitated abun-

dantly. If, however, it is correct that TV facilitates imitation

in general, just because it is a rich and influential medium, the

take-home message about TV consumption might be quite dif-

ferent if only more dependent measures of prosocial effects

were included in media studies. Study outcomes rely heavily

on the stimuli used for a test or measurement procedure. In

research on the Implicit Association Test (IAT; Greenwald &

Farnham, 2000), for instance, it is taken for granted that the

obtained measure reflects something about the persons being

tested (e.g., their prejudiced attitudes or stereotypes) rather

than something about the stimuli used for the test. Thus, when

West German participants quickly sort West-German and

positive concepts onto one response key and East-German and

negative concepts onto another key (relative to a reverse map-

ping of West-German and negative vs. East-German and posi-

tive concepts), this is commonly regarded as evidence for

prejudice in West Germans. However this result can be elimi-

nated and even reversed just by replacing the stimulus concepts

used to represent West and East Germany and positive and neg-

ative valence (Bluemke & Friese, 2006). As this kind of
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stimulus influence is generally not controlled in IAT studies

(cf. Fiedler, Messner, & Bluemke, 2006), findings may reveal

more about the stimuli chosen than the persons being tested.

Thus, both internal validity (e.g., of IAT findings) and external

validity (e.g., of media studies) can strongly depend on the

choice of dependent variables, as we have seen.

Sampling levels of independent variables in fixed-effects designs.
In addition to the selection of auspicious predictors and bene-

volent treatments, the selection of specific levels on an inde-

pendent variable also affords a powerful means of boosting

study results. Although participants are usually treated as a ran-

dom factor, most study designs treat the independent variables

of interest as fixed-effects factors, based on the arbitrary selec-

tion of (typically two) levels. To achieve a strong effect in Y,

one may contrast highly distant X levels or select extreme

groups. To undo or downplay an effect, one may induce smaller

X differences or only a median split. The common reliance on

such arbitrary designs, and the reluctance to follow Brunswik’s

(1955) ideal of representative designs with random sampling

on all task dimensions (Clark, 1973; Cooksey, 1996; Dhami,

Hertwig, & Hoffrage, 2004), has been shown to cause enor-

mous validity problems (Wells & Windschitl, 1999).

The gold standard for the evaluation of scientific findings is

still statistical significance. Many journals have also begun

asking for effect size. However, both significance and effect

size only focus on a difference observed in the dependent vari-

able, independent of how much variation in the independent

variable was needed to induce a strong and significant effect.

Logically, the causal impact reflected in a study increases to the

extent that small changes (DX) in the independent variable

cause large changes (DY) in the dependent variable, as captured

in the ratio (DY: DX). Doubling effect size DY does not reflect a

stronger causal influence when based on double treatment

strength DX. Unfortunately, however, it is common practice

to ignore the denominator required to normalize effect sizes.

The sampling of X levels established in a fixed-effect design

is excluded from interpreting effects in Y.

Researchers rarely have to justify what factor levels they

compare. As authors or reviewers, we have all witnessed stud-

ies not published because DY was too small, but hardly any

manuscript was rejected because the treatment needed for a

given outcome was too strong. On the contrary, a maximal

treatment (extreme groups, learning to criterion, perfect control

of noise) is normally praised as good experimentation. Notably,

though, such well-motivated rules of good science add another

sampling filter to the illusion of inflated effects. Granting that

there is a bias to report and publish strong and significant DY

findings, and assuming that strong DX facilitates the findings

of strong DY effects, it can be inferred that research designs are

generally biased toward strong DX differences.

The failure to take DX into account may also shed some light

on voodoo correlations in ‘‘experiments of nature.’’ For

instance, the widely accepted finding that genes account for

more variance than environmental influences in many twin

studies is conditional on typical designs that allow for the full

genetic variation in the population, whereas the environmental

conditions to which even twins raised in different families are

exposed are greatly restricted through cultural, social, and legal

norms (Keller, 2007).

Biases from the analyses

Choices made about analyzing mediating and moderating vari-

ables can also lead to inflated findings.

Mediator variables and explanatory constructs. In addition to

the obtained effect size, the scientific value attributed to a study

also depends on sensible stories of the mediating process. Intro-

ducing a sensible mediator Z can greatly contribute to the exag-

geration of the impact of an obtained X–Y correlation. One way

of selecting a seemingly impressive mediator is to focus on a

correlate of the dependent variable Y—let us call it Y’. Given

that the correlate Y’ is highly redundant with Y, especially when

both measures are assessed in close temporal proximity, it can

be shown (cf. Fiedler, Schott, & Meiser, 2011) that Y’ is also

likely to be strongly related to X, hence mimicking a significant

result in a statistical test of the mediator model X ! Z ! Y

(Baron & Kenny, 1986).

For example, when attitude change is explained in terms of

the relative number of positive versus negative thoughts gener-

ated by receivers of a persuasive communication in a thought-

listing task (Tormala, Falces, Briñol, & Petty, 2007; Zuwerink

& Devine, 1996), a sensible mediator seems to be found that

greatly enhances the apparent consistency of the overall pat-

tern. However, the alleged mediator, spontaneously generated

thoughts, may just be a correlate of the dependent measure,

another measure of the resulting attitude, rather than a causally

antecedent mediator.

Boundary conditions and moderator levels. Moderator variables

specify boundary conditions or enabling conditions for X–Y

relations. Explicating potential moderators is a highly esti-

mated practice in reviews and meta-analyses. Figuring out the

moderator settings that maximize an effect is a most creative

aspect of research. There is nothing illegitimate about modera-

tor analysis. Yet, it should also be acknowledged that this well-

motivated habit contributes to a bias toward strong effects. The

extent of this bias is potentially controllable as long as the mod-

erator influence is analyzed explicitly. However, for any study,

there exists a long list of unknown implicit moderators, bound-

ary conditions, parameter settings, and traditional features of

approved paradigms that researchers cannot control for. There-

fore, moderator settings can strongly contribute to inflated

research findings.

The rules of the scientific community almost force their

peers to adopt the approved parameter settings of a paradigm.

If they do not apply the successful standard method named after

a famous paradigm leader, then reviewers and editors may

decide not to publish their research, even when the theory being

studied is parameter free. A report on priming studies may be

rejected if the time interval between stimulus and target onset

(SOA) is longer than a few hundred milliseconds, even though

the priming construct is meant to explain behavioral phenom-

ena (like attitudes or aggression) that involve longer SOAs.
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Because short intervals have been shown to maximize many

priming effects, this suggests that paradigms rely on implicit

moderators that maximize their effect size.

Biases from selective correction, publication,
and funding of research

In addition to sampling filters that affect the internal and

external validity of research findings, other filters greatly

restrict the visibility of findings and the most fundamental deci-

sion to pursue certain research questions but not others. Fund-

ing schemes and policies restrict what research is conducted at

all. Successful lines of research that warrant strong correlations

are certainly more likely to be funded than research leading to

weaker findings. Within any funded research project, the prin-

ciple of selective correction comes into play. Researchers con-

tinue to ‘‘optimize’’ their design and procedure as long as

findings are weak, but they will stop and freeze their methods

as soon as strong and impressive correlations are obtained.

Eventually, a file-drawer bias (Rosenthal, 1979) facilitates

the selective publication of strong correlations while reducing

the visibility of weak research outcomes. Altogether, these

visibility-related filters further exaggerate the inflation of

strong research findings.

Motives and Reasons for the Manifold
Sampling Biases That Underlie Voodoo
Correlations

What are the motives and the reasons underlying all these well-

established sampling filters that jointly contribute to voodoo

effects in behavioral research? What motivational, normative,

and structural conditions account for the development of

research ecologies that create the bias toward inflated empirical

correlations?

Apparently, the depicted sampling biases should not be

attributed to researchers’ conscious attempts to deceive or to

boost their obtained findings. It should also be obvious that

many sampling biases reviewed in the preceding section are

more subtle than the circularities that motivated Vul et al.’s

(2009) critique. Moreover, the sampling biases that create

inflated correlations are definitely not peculiar to neuroscience.

They rather reflect a ubiquitous sampling phenomenon that can

be found in many scientific areas, from genetics to experimen-

tal and applied psychology (Benjamini, 2008). To quote from

Lazar (2009), ‘‘complicated, large data sets used to answer

increasingly complex scientific questions . . . increase our lia-

bility to make errors in the direction of selection bias’’ (p. 309).

Nevertheless, the selection biases I have listed are neither

new nor hard to understand. It is therefore remarkable how

widely ignored and even repressed they are, rather than being

discussed openly. Such metacognitive myopia (Fiedler, 2000;

Fiedler & Wänke, 2004) in sophisticated researchers, who only

see the data but overlook the sampling filters behind, may be

symptomatic of an industrious period of empirical progress,

accompanied by a lack of interest in methodology and logic

of science. A comprehensive discussion of this conspicuous

insensitivity to selection biases would exceed the scope of this

article. However, there can be little doubt that the following

factors, in addition to many others science historians may find,

are playing a major causal role.

Reinforcement structures

One primary reason for inflation biases certainly lies in the

reinforcement structure of the scientific world. Strong effects

are what peer researchers, students, journalists, and politicians

find fascinating and they’re what they want to read about in

journals and textbooks—they motivate young scientists and

facilitate the career of advanced scientists. As a consequence,

the ‘‘system’’ encourages and often actually enforces the

depicted sampling filters. Because journal space is expensive,

editors are interested in strong and paradigmatic findings.

Reviewers, who represent a paradigm, oblige authors to keep

within the conditions of a successful paradigm. Supervisors

do not recommend their junior partners to offend against the

mainstream but to build their theses on well-established empiri-

cal laws. If the findings in a well-designed and carefully con-

ducted experiment deviate from such laws, the chances of

publication depend heavily on the authors’ ability to reconcile

their results with earlier, supposedly strong findings.

Thus, even though the system is not guided by the goal to

deceive oneself or one’s audience, the joint operation of several

reinforcement schemes induces a pervasive confirmation bias.

Every step of experimental design and scholarly publication is

biased toward strong and impressive findings, starting with the

selection of a research question; the planning of a design; the

selection of stimuli, variables and tasks; the decision to stop

and write up an article; the success to publish it; its revision

before publication; and the community’s inclination to read,

cite and adopt the results.

As a consequence, there is a remarkable paucity of debates

and a lack of interest in methodological controversies in major

journals. An inquiry in the PsycINFO database reveals the fol-

lowing frequencies of papers related to important methodologi-

cal issues that were published in the Journal of Experimental

Psychology (all sections) or in the Journal of Personality and

Social Psychology (between January 1, 1990, and June 21,

2010): ‘‘representative design’’: 2, ‘‘circularity’’: 1, ‘‘demand

effect’’: 2, ‘‘confirmation bias’’: 10, ‘‘file-drawer bias’’: 0. In

comparison, the corresponding numbers of references related

to mainstream topics that promise strong correlations are as fol-

lows: ‘‘availability’’: 166, ‘‘priming’’: 939, ‘‘self control’’: 123;

‘‘automatic’’: 489; and of course ‘‘mediation’’: 160. Appar-

ently, incentive structures favor the latter strong effects and dis-

courage the former ‘‘methodological disclaimers.’’

Asymmetry of positive and negative feedback

As demonstrated in Denrell’s (2005; Denrell & Le Mens, 2007)

ingenious simulation studies, people and organisms tend to

continue sampling as long as it is pleasant, but they stop when
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it becomes unpleasant. Accordingly, researchers continue to

use strong setups but truncate the use of setups that yield weak

findings. In the long run, this ‘‘law of effect’’ (Thorndike, 1933)

implies a bias toward strong phenomena that are likely to be

reproduced and multiplied. A ‘‘law of repair’’ leads researchers

to continue reanalyzing data and correcting analyses as long as

the evidence does not (yet) support a law, but they truncate data

analyses when strong support for a hypothesized law is found.

Together, the law of effect and the law of repair contribute

jointly to the confirmation of allegedly strong effects.

Shared information bias in science

A well-known phenomenon in group decision-making research

is the shared-information effect (Mojzisch & Schulz-Hardt,

2006; Stasser & Titus, 1985). Rather than exchanging novel

and independent arguments, group discussions are biased

toward old and redundant arguments shared by other group

members. Culture, indeed, can be defined as a selective force

to communicate some information while omitting or excluding

other information (Conway & Schaller, 2007). In scientific cul-

ture, too, researchers are inclined to exchange (i.e., publish,

discuss, debate, teach) the very findings that they share with

peer researchers. One does not need to postulate a motivational

bias to explain this natural communication phenomenon. What

Clark (1996) and Grice (1975) called common ground and

cooperative communication, respectively, is sufficient to

account for the bias in scientific discourse toward those strong

findings that are shared by the scientific community.

Conclusions

To summarize, there should be agreement about two conclu-

sions. First, the problem of voodoo correlations within social

neuroscience is broader than originally shown by Vul et al.

(2009). It is particularly not confined to studies lacking a pre-

determined ROI (Lazar, 2009).

Second, however, and much more broadly, the problem of

inflated correlations due to manifold sampling biases is not

peculiar to neuroscience. An intrinsic characteristic of all para-

digmatic research is that various sampling filters jointly facil-

itate an illusion of strong effects, due to selective choice of

stimuli, task conditions, moderator and parameter settings, and

both independent and dependent variables, as well as selectiv-

ity in topics of research, debate, and publication.

Throughout this article, I have been concerned with rela-

tively subtle causes of inflated effects rather than blatant mis-

takes that call the existence of basic effects into question. We

have seen that paradigms of behavioral research can be con-

ceived as conventionalized settings that warrant strong and

replicable findings while excluding alternative theory tests

under less auspicious conditions. Correlations and effect sizes

obtained in paradigmatic research should thus be considered

as upper limits rather than unbiased estimates of reality. One

might object that many sampling biases are of restricted impact

and that multiple biases cancel out each other. Yet one should

be cautious not to underestimate the problem. The sum of all

biases that together constitute a paradigm may well induce a

similarly strong illusion as the most blatant cases of

criterion-dependent voxel selection.

Remedies and countermeasures

What remedies or countermeasures may avoid or reduce those

biases? Several authors suggest Brunswik’s (1955) notion of a

representative design as an appropriate remedy (Juslin et al.,

2000; Sedlmeier et al., 1998). This methodology calls for the

natural sampling of multivariate stimulus distributions from

reality. Unrestricted sampling in broad-minded meta-analyses

may indeed reduce sampling biases and create new insights.

For example, evidence by Eisenberger and Cameron (1996)

suggests that the overjustification effect derived from Festin-

ger’s (1962) dissonance theory (i.e., the reduction of intrinsic

motivation after external reward) may not hold in certain work

environments. Thus, critical research on the external validity of

allegedly universal laws need not be frustrating, or destructive.

It can be constructive and encouraging.

Problems with representative design. If all aspects of an

empirical study are sampled representatively, then there is

by definition no bias. To realize this ideal, it is not only nec-

essary to draw a random sample of participants—one must

also construct experimental tasks as a random sample of all

possible reality tasks, and stimuli that mirror the universe of

all stimuli, and randomly select variable levels that are repre-

sentative of their natural distribution. Despite some respect-

able attempts to realize such representative designs (Dhami

et al., 2004), they will hardly ever be realized fully, for obvi-

ous reasons. Drawing a sample from all possible stimuli,

tasks, or contexts is not only hard to achieve technically,

financially, and ethically. It is also impossible logically,

whenever the universe cannot be defined or does not exist.

Thus, what is the universe of all possible emotional stimuli,

stressors, utilities, or means of social influence?

Moreover, representative designs are ill suited for the study

of rare outcomes and unusual causes, which are often the most

interesting ones. In a representative design, researchers would

have to wait endless times for the natural occurrence of infre-

quent incidents and behaviors (cf. Fiedler, 2008). To study

minority groups, low base rate diseases like HIV, anomalies,

or novel interventions, researchers have to intervene and estab-

lish infrequent events at reasonable occurrence rates. More-

over, confining research to representative designs would

mean foregoing the power of orthogonal experimental analysis.

Nevertheless, whenever it is possible to treat particular

design factors as random factors, one should use the chance

to improve the study’s external validity. If a theoretical model

of, say, basic language comprehension is meant to apply to lan-

guage in general, it is essential to treat both participants and lin-

guistic stimuli as random factors (cf. Clark, 1973). Any final

conclusions about such intensely researched topics as face rec-

ognition, semantic and affective priming, irrationality, directed

forgetting, or affective forecasting are logically contingent on
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representative sampling of faces, primes, rationality tasks,

memory contents, and affective episodes, respectively.

Convergent validation. As an alternative to optimizing exter-

nal validity in a bottom-up fashion, one may try to deliberately

maximize method variance in a research strategy called con-

vergent validation (Garner, Hake, & Eriksen, 1956). Here, the

goal is to find convergent evidence for an effect across diver-

gent, heterogeneous methods and situations. The aim is not

to arrive at an accurate quantitative estimate of a true effect size

but to provide a qualitative proof for the existence and invar-

iance of robust effects across diverse conditions. Unlike the

benign parameter settings of most paradigmatic science, con-

vergent validation can be expected to underestimate true effect

sizes. Contrasting both methodologies could therefore be used

to find upper and lower boundaries for an effect or empirical

law.

Existence proofs and boundary conditions

One lesson to be gained from reflection on voodoo correlations

is that good science does not need to strive for strong effects

and seemingly precise models fitted to allegedly representative

correlations. It may also consist of careful proofs of basic

effects and causal conditions and processes leading to these

effects. Even figuring out catalysts or enabling conditions for

labile, nonstable findings may be an accomplishment in good

science. Behavioral scientists may place more weight on

descriptive studies of basic phenomena and their boundary con-

ditions. Being explicit about restrictions and crucial catalysts of

a phenomenon can be enlightening and conducive to important

theoretical insights and not a concession of weakness and inva-

lidity. For example, realizing that the overly liberal response

bias that underlies the high false-alarm rate in eyewitness iden-

tification is mostly evident for familiar and likeable faces

(Garcia-Marques, Mackie, Claypool, & Garcia-Marques, 2004)

can improve our understanding of the phenomenon. Even spe-

cific parameter settings can be revealing theoretically. Kareev’s

(2000) finding that environmental samples are most likely to

overestimate an existing effect at sample sizes of 7+2 is fasci-

nating because it matches the span of human working memory

that may have evolved to exploit this parameter.

This point should not be reduced to the conventional desi-

deratum to include one or two moderators in a good study

design. It rather emphasizes the value of creative search for

subtle boundary conditions and easily overlooked moderators

that are only implicit in the restricted samples of stimuli, tasks,

and experimental contexts. Let me illustrate this with another

prominent example. A common law derived from prospect the-

ory (Tversky & Kahneman, 1992) implies that people make

risk-aversive decisions for positive outcomes (i.e., gains) but

risk-seeking decisions for negative outcomes (losses). For

example, when making a choice between two gambles with the

same expected value, one offering a large gain at a low prob-

ability and one offering a small gain at a higher probability,

people will choose the latter. However, as we know from

Slovic (1995), empirical support for this prediction is restricted

to choice tasks. When a pricing task rather than a choice task is

used to assess the preference for the same gambles, people are

willing to pay a higher price for the former gamble, which

offers a higher outcome at a lower probability. This restriction

of prospect theory to choice tasks reflects an implicit moderator

that has far-reaching theoretical implications. It cannot be

explained by prospect theory’s sigmoid subjective-value func-

tion or its regressive subjective-probability function.

Closing statement

Eventually, then, Vul et al.’s (2009) provocative paper not only

raises a serious threat to empirical research, it may also open a

constructive and thoughtful debate about scientific growth and

progress. The insights and implications of this debate that

I have tried to convey in this article can be summarized as

follows. First, paradigmatic research in general, not only in

neuroscience, is characterized by conventionalized sampling

biases that serve to inflate the strength of empirical findings.

Second, these sampling biases reflect both the payoffs of the

scientific system and the fact that unbiased methodologies

(e.g., representative designs) are hardly feasible. Third, we

have to accept the consequence that the size of a correlation

is a deceptive index of scientific progress (Roberts & Pashler,

2000). Paradigmatic science cannot be expected to yield accu-

rate estimates of the strength of correlations in the real world.

Their purpose is rather to demonstrate the existence of effects

and processes under idealized conditions—a crucial precondi-

tion for the causal analysis and the controlled application of all

behavioral phenomena. Finally, it is important that journal edi-

tors, reviewers, funding agencies, academic teachers, and prac-

titioners take these insights to their heart. Rather than ignoring

and concealing the various boundary conditions that contribute

to inflated correlations, leading theories should explicate and

integrate them as essential enabling conditions for the validity

of psychological laws.

Exaggerated correlations are published in high-publicity

journals because of their visibility, not because of their validity.

A healthy side effect of the voodoo correlations debate is to

remind scientists of internal and external validity as an ultimate

standard of good science.
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